
Glove Story

a 10-minute comedy
by

David Guaspari



CHARACTERS

PERCIVAL, a repressed rationalist
KITTY, a former southern belle
CHARLES, a tough guy

SETTING

The present, a cool Fall evening in Central Park.



(AT RISE: A single glove (right hand) lies on the ground. PERCIVAL enters,
wearing a hat and jacket. He studies the glove through binoculars, recording
observations in a notebook, then stalks, captures, and examines it. KITTY enters.
Her right hand is gloved, her left hand bare. She carries a purse.)

KITTY

Is that mine?

PERCIVAL

I doubt it.

KITTY

It looks like mine, I think.

PERCIVAL

You can think whatever you like.

KITTY

Let me see.

(KITTY reaches for the glove with her bare
(left) hand, which PERCIVAL intercepts.)

PERCIVAL

It’s a right hand. Most specimens are.

KITTY

It looks like my other glove.

(KITTY takes a left-hand glove from her
purse.)

PERCIVAL

Not to a trained eye. The gussets . . . that whipstitch . . .

KITTY

Or my other other.

(KITTY takes another from her purse.)
PERCIVAL

(Comparing his glove with hers)
Made in the Philippines. Made in Taiwan.

(KITTY produces yet another.)
How many do you have?

KITTY

On me?
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PERCIVAL

Careless people like you are ruining gauntlet science—skewing the data, corrupting statistics,
muddling the glove pool. My careful observations—a Christmas mitten frozen to a bench, a
red kid glove left on a bus—get lost in the noise.

KITTY

I’m duty bound to look for what I’ve lost. And I am full of hope. Some day, perhaps, I will
take a booth in a Stuckey’s and there, beside the breakfast menu, find my bunny mittens.

PERCIVAL

Mittens? Plural? Lost pairs are no different from any other misplaced junk. The mystery,
what has to be explained, is losing one. How did a single glove get away? One hand was left
exposed to the cold. Why wasn’t that noticed?

KITTY

There’s no mystery about the one I wore to the senior prom—in the days when every Southern
girl owned a pair of elbow-length satin. Charlie Mitaine promised to have it dry cleaned,
which was only fair, but his mom lost the claim check while he was in the reformatory. At
least, that’s what he said.

PERCIVAL

(Unsettled)
Mitaine?

KITTY

It is an unusual name. From old New Orleans. A notorious bloodline, but with a certain rough
charm.

PERCIVAL

Keep your former love life to yourself. It’s no concern to science.

KITTY

To your so-called science, I suppose, a lost glove is merely data. No matter if it speaks of lost
love, lost youth, or was a family heirloom that I slipped off, one New Year’s Eve, 10 long
years ago, to place my hand in Percy Gunter’s.

PERCIVAL

(Suddenly angry)
Then why don’t you go back to Nashville? Why don’t you look for what you lost where you
lost it?

KITTY

My momma was distraught. She refused to believe that my gesture was a display of innocent
affection. And what makes you think I come from Nashville?

PERCIVAL

Lucky guess.

KITTY

I didn’t say you were right. I asked why you thought so.
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PERCIVAL

Could you please leave the area? You’re in a scientific work zone.

KITTY

And you are very rude. Which is surprising in someone who’s so obviously a Southern
boy—even one ashamed of his origins, who has tried to lose his accent . . .

PERCIVAL

Nonsense.

KITTY

Then tell me where you are from. Make me believe it.

PERCIVAL

I am a citizen of the world, a gauntlet scientist.

KITTY

And a poor liar. Poor because you’re honest? or because you lack passion? What could your
science know about the passions of a prom night or New Year’s Eve in Nashville?

PERCIVAL

Science is pure passion, stripped of sentimental baggage. Pure desire: to know, to
comprehend under universal laws. I demand to know why nearly all solo specimens found in
the wild are right hand gloves and gauntlet science tells me: Most people are right-handed;
they unglove only the dominant appendage to dial a telephone, to sort change—

KITTY

To place their fingers in a gentleman’s hand?

PERCIVAL

—and while attention is on some mundane task, the glove that’s been removed is out of sight,
out of mind . . . and disappears.

KITTY

It is lost. Loss is so much more meaningful—so much sadder—than mere visual absence, the
failure to appear.

PERCIVAL

It’s gone until someone like me finds it and the lucid gaze of gauntlet science gives it
meaning. Gone . . . but the hand left bare doesn’t even feel the cold. Why not?

KITTY

Because it’s nestled someplace warm?

PERCIVAL

Because of my most important scientific contribution: the Coefficient of Distraction.

KITTY

There is something on which we may be able to agree: Fatal Distraction. It makes the world
go ’round.
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